Complete Genome Sequence of Staphylococcus epidermidis 1457
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ABSTRACT Staphylococcus epidermidis 1457 is a frequently utilized strain that is amenable to genetic manipulation and has been widely used for biofilm-related research. We report here the whole-genome sequence of this strain, which encodes 2,277 protein-coding genes and 81 RNAs within its 2.4-Mb genome and plasmid.

Staphylococcus epidermidis is a commensal bacterium that colonizes human skin and mucous membranes (1, 2). Its commensal function is not well understood but clearly involves inhibition of pathogen colonization (3). However, due to its proximity to the insertion sites of catheters or other foreign bodies, S. epidermidis frequently colonizes these devices and forms biofilms that are inherently resistant to the host immune system (4) and antibiotics (5). Most infected foreign devices require removal from the body for effective treatment, resulting in significant morbidity.

S. epidermidis strain 1457 (6) is often used as the model organism for molecular studies investigating biofilm formation for multiple reasons. First, strain 1457 is pan-susceptible to antibiotics, including erythromycin, the most common antibiotic used as a marker in staphylococcal genetics. Second, in contrast to many S. epidermidis strains, including RP62A (7), strain 1457 is amenable to genetic manipulation, including transduction with Φ71 (8), A6C (9), and Φ187 (10). Third, strain 1457 produces a significant amount of polysaccharide intercellular adhesin-dependent biofilm (11, 12) and thus is an excellent model strain to understand icaADBC transcriptional regulation. Additionally, accumulation associated protein-dependent biofilm formation has also been studied in this strain using icaADBC allelic replacement mutants (13, 14). Finally, multiple allelic replacement mutants already exist for strain 1457 (15–28).

Sequencing was performed as previously described (29). RS II (Pacific Biosciences, USA) single-molecule real-time sequencing (SMRT) produced 81,634 reads with an average length of 15,543 bp. The reads were assembled using HGAP2 in the SMRT Analysis Portal into two polished contigs, one for the chromosome and one for the plasmid, p1457. MiSeq (Illumina, Inc., USA) short-read sequencing produced 1,526,588 reads with an average length of 350 bp and insert size of 500 bp. These reads were mapped to the SMRT sequences using the mapper within Geneious (Biomatters, New Zealand), resulting in an average depth of coverage of 199×. Genes were predicted using the NCBI Prokaryotic Genome Annotation Pipeline version 4.1.

The genome of strain 1457 is 2,454,929 bp long containing 2,260 protein-coding sequences (CDSs) and 81 RNAs with a 32.3% GC content. The plasmid, p1457, comprises 15,142 bp coding for 17 CDSs.

A previous draft genome for this strain, which was sequenced by another group and comprises 2,417,500 bp in 74 contigs, is available in GenBank (accession no. JMID00000001.1). We found that 73 draft contigs aligned to the finished genome, while
Winstel V, Kühner P, Rohde H, Peschel A. 2016. Genetic engineering of one intergenic SNP, and one intragenic insertion in the draft relative to the finished genome. Two intragenic amino acid substitution single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), one intergenic SNP, and one intragenic insertion in the draft relative to the finished genome.

Accession number(s). The complete genome sequence of *S. epidermidis* 1457 has been deposited in GenBank under the accession numbers CP020462 to CP020463.
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